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FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION 

The food and agriculture organization is one of united nation institution.estabilished in 1945, FAO 

is governed by the seminar of participant nation which together every two years to revive the work 

bring out by organization and accept Programme of work and budget for next two year. 

What is FAO? 

The Food and agriculture organization (FAO) is a specified organization of united nations that 

indicate national struggle to victory hunger. Helping both industrialized and unindustriliazed.FAO 

perform as a natural meeting where all nations see as equal to debate contracts and dispute 

policy.FAO is also cause of awareness and information, and support industrialize country in 

develop agriculture forestry and fishries,certifying good diet and food safety for all.its Latin motto, 

fiat panis, translate into English as “ let there be bread”. 

The ministry of National Food Security and Research through its close departments, self-directed 

institution boards is concentrating to make sure food safety. Relation between agriculture and food 

security have been know and there is major changing in sympathetic that have manage to 

acknowledgment that agriculture is one of main donor to food safety. The M/O NFS&R since its 

beginning, have been targeting to improve, manage and established agriculture research and 

development happening in the country. 

Background; 

The hint of an international organization for food and agriculture arisen in the late 19th and early 

20th century. In May-June 1905, an international seminar was held in Rome, Italy, which main to 

the establishment of international institution of agriculture. Later in 1943, the United States 

president Franklin Roosevelt called a United Nations seminar on food and Agriculture. Agents 

from forty four governments met at Virginia, from 18 may to 3 June. They dedicated themselves 

to creation a long-lasting organization for food and Agriculture. The world headquarter is placed 

in Rome, Italy. 
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Departments: 

FAO collected seven departments: 

1. Agriculture and Consumer Protection 

2. Economic and social development 

3. Fisheries 

4. Forestry corporate services 

5. Human Resources and Finance 

6. Natural Resources Management 

7. Technical Cooperation Office 

Hierarchy 

FAO is applying the most important reorganization since instituting. The major purpose is to 

taken FAO as near as possible to its participant. The reform demand a strengthing 

reorganized arrangements, an administration system with increased designation of 

expert, and situation that inspire creativity and initiative. 

Headquarter 

Regional office 

Sub-regional office 

Liaison offices 

Country offices 

Headquarter 

The world headquarter is situated in Rome, Italy. The reform also help FAO as a centre of 

brilliance and world reference centre with a perfect clarification of duty for global, provincial and 

country specific activities. 

Regional office: 
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The major purpose of regional office is the complete identification, arrangement and application 

of FAO’s important action in the region. They make sure a multidisciplinary methods to 

programmes, identify important area of act for the organization in the region and, in relationships 

with department and division at headquarter, instruction on the incorporation of such important 

into the organization’s Programme of work and budget. The regional offices also implement 

ratified Programme in the region, display the level of Programme operation and draw attention to 

any complication and deficiency. 

Special action of regional offices contain: 

 Verifying a multidisciplinary method to project and Programme applied in the 

region with FAO’S official support. 

 Reporting on the main growths and fashion in country of region founded on 

regional and sub-regional purpose regarding food and agriculture. 

 Establishing the FAO Regional seminar, each two years. 

 Continuing policy and technical discussion with and mid FAO participant 

countries, also including national and international foundation. 

 Resulting up on the world Food Summit and matter related to food safety in 

the region. 

 Sponsoring technical collaboration between countries of the region. 

States City  Country 

 

 

 

  

 

Africa Accra Ghana 

Asia and Pacific Bangkok Thailand 

Europe Budapest Hungary 

Caribbean Santiago Chile 

Near East Cairo Egypt 
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Sub-Regional Offices: 

The sub-regional office are portion of particular Regional office and work narrowly with them. 

The sub-regional offices are responsible for the whole scheduling of FAO actions in sub regions. 

With the supervision and help of the regional offices, they make sure a multi-disciplinary approach 

to programmes, find important area of act for the Sub regions; implement achieve Programme in 

the sub regions, and monitor level of Programme execution and pull attentions to any complication 

and lakes. 

Special action of the sub regional offices contain: 

 Reporting on the main growths and fashions in countries of the sub region, founded on 

their purpose for food and agriculture. 

 Make sure policy and technical discussion with and between FAO participant countries, 

also including national and international organization. 

 Resulting up on the World Food Summit and matter related to Food Safety in Sub Regions. 

 Sponsoring technical collaboration between the countries of Sub regions. 

States City Country 

Central Africa(SFC) Libreville Gabon 

Central America Panama Panama 

Central and Eastern 

Europe 

Budapest Hungary 

Central Asia Ankara Turkey 

Eastern Africa Addis Ababa Ethiopia 

South Asia Harare Zimbabwe 

Pacific Island Apia Samoa 
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Liaison offices 

The continue relations with participant and exterior developments companions operating in 

location. The monitor growth affecting nourishment, Food and agriculture and symbolize the 

organization at conference which speak matter that drop within the instruction of FAO.The liaison 

offices have been recognized at where many UN systems institution and other international, 

intergovernmental, or nongovernmental links or institution are working. 

 Liaison office for north America.in Washington D.C. 

 Liaison with Japan,in Yokohama  

 Liaison office with European union and Belgieum,in Brussels 

 Liaison office with United Nations, Geneva 

 Liaison office with United Nations ,in New York 

Country offices 

FAO is now current through the symbols in the country planned on the page. The purposes of these 

offices is to contributes governments in developing policies,programme and plans to statement the 

root reason of hunger and malunuritiment ; supports them growth their agriculture fisheries and 

forestry areas, and also use their environmental and natural sources in a maintainable way. 

Particular action of the country offices involve: 

 Helping as a channel for FAO facilities to governments and other buddies (donor, NGOs, 

CSOs and research foundations, etc.). 

 Act as FAO repetitive to host governments and all companions include in FAO activities. 

Programme and getting Food 

o Codex Alimentarius 

o World Food Summit 

o TeleFood 

o FAO goodwill Ambassadors 

o Right to Food Guidelines 

o  Response to Food Crisis 

o FAO-EU partnership 
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o Food security Programme 

o Online campaign against hunger 

Codex Alimentarius 

Since the first stage were engaged in 1961 to found a codex Alimentarius. The codex Alimentarius 

commission, the body charge with emerging a food, has shown world cerosty to the ground of food 

quality and safety.in the past three eras or more, all important phases of food relating to the safety 

of consumer health and fair performs in the food skill have come under the commission security. 

World Food Summit 

In 1996 systemized the world Food Summit. The summit established with the ratification of the 

Rome declaration, which recognize the objective of finding the number of people who undergo 

from hunger by the year of 2015.At similar 1200 foundation from 80 countries contributed in an 

NGO forum. 

Telefood 

Telefood has created more than US$28 million in contribution. More than 2700 telefood projects 

have been agreed in 130 countries to 1997.telefood is active annual movement of actions such as 

transmission and performance design to rise alertness of hunger in the developing world and to 

raise the money for micro projects that will support the hungry support themselves. The campaign 

is straight relation between the people who want to support the families and societies suffering by 

hunger. 

FAO Goodwill Ambassadors 

The FAO Goodwill Ambassadors Programme started in 1999.The main objective of the 

Programme is to invite the community and media attention to the improper condition that some 1 

billion people remain to undergo from hunger and nourishment the in a time of unparalled plenty. 

These people lead a life of unhappiness and deprived of the simplest human rights: the exact to 

Food. Governments only cannot end. 
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Right to Food Guidelines 

In 2004 the right to food guidelines were accepted, contributing to guidance state on how to 

appliance their responsibilities on the right of food. 

Response to Food crisis 

In December 2007, FAO tossed its creativity on rising food prices to support small manufacturer 

rise their production and earn more. Under the resourcefulness, FAO denoted to the work of the 

UN high level commission force on the global food crisis, which made the complete framework 

for act. 

FAO-EU partnership 

In May 2009, FAO and European Union sign up and early relief package wealth €125 millions to 

help minor agriculturalist in the country hit durable by increasing food prices. 

Food Security Programme  

This Programme was used to the rejection of hunger and deficiency for coming years.at this time 

102 countries are involved in the Programme. 

Online campaign against hunger  

Its success start in 2010.the 1 billion hungry  projects and following sequence of public happening 

that control to the collection over three millions signs on a global application to end of 

hunger.(WWW.EndingHunger.org).The applications originally open to  legislature of world 

government at a ceremony in Rome on 30 November 2010. 

Agriculture 

In Food and agriculture organizations, agriculture play an important role. And following institution 

include. 

 International plant protection convention 

 Alliance against hunger and Malnutrition 

 Integrated pest Management 

http://www.endinghunger.org).the/
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 Transboundry pest and disease 

 Global partnership initiative for plant breeding capacity building 

 Investment Agriculture  

Short Summary  

FAO generated international plant protection convention or IPPC in 1952.this international 

contract institution work to check the international range of pest and plant disease.as of May 

2012, 177 governments had accepted the contracts. The AAHM (particularly called as the 

international Alliance against hunger) were established in Oct, 2003 as a consequence of 

World Food Summit.FAO recognized extra prevention system for Transboundry animal and 

plants pest and disease. 

Who use the data of FAO? 

 Animal manufacture and health 

 Economics and policy 

 Education and Allowance 

 Engineering technology and research 

 Land creation and safety 

 Fisheries and agriculture 

 Forestry 

 Food safety 

 Human nourishment 

  

   

 

 

 

 


